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Niobium heteroepitaxy onto (111) oriented. InSb, (tOO) oriented
GaAsr A1^ 

"Gun 
oAs, and InP substrates was successfully achieved. Novel

teehnique5'"weF6" conducted to reali-ze the epitaxy: an interrupted
electron beam deposition and a in-situ surface cleaning by hydrogen
plasma. Both teehniques brought about really effective processes in
obtaining the epitaxial filns. RHEED and x-ray diffraction neasurements
revealed that the epitaxial Nb films had (tOO) orientation regard.less of
the substrate choice, and clean interfaces were obtained by hydrogen
plasma treatment at rooilt temperature.

1. Introduction
Metal-semiconductor heterostructure has

become of the prime technol_ogieal importanee
in vi-ew of a number of future device applica-
tions. This structure enables us to fabricate
ultra high speed devi-ces such as metal-base
hot-electron transist stl r2) Besides, a most

attractive resear:ch target of the structure
is a fabrication of a multiple - layered
metal seniconductor structure. It would

lead new quantum effects and novel applica-
tions as the serai_conductor heterostruetur.e
could. As one of the expected quantum

effectsr w€ have proposed a high Tc two

dinensional exci-tonic superconductor which
would have the Tc higher than 200K3) To

reali.ze the quantum effect as wel-I as the
high speed devices, heteroepitaxial growth
technique of metals on semi_conduetors must be

establ-ished..

rn recent papers r4r5) ,n" metal epitaxy
on GaAs has been reported. However, they
required the mol-eeular-beam epitaxy (Unn1 of
GaAs and the successive in-situ metal deposi-
tion in the UHV system. Furthermore, there is
no report on the metal epitaxy on other eom-
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pound semiconductors.

In the present workr w€ report the
ni-obium heteroepitaxial- growth onto several_

compound semiconductors. Novel techniques
lrere conducted to achieve the direct epitaxy
on the substrate wafers: an interrupted
electron bean (EB) deposition and a room

temperature hydrogen plasma cleaning of the
semieond.uctor ,rrf"""r5). Nb was chosen as an

attractive netal eandidate: refractory metal
and superconductor. (111 ) ori_ented. InSb,
(tOO) oriented GaAs, AlGaAs, and. Inp wafers
were used, which are promising materials?)
for the devi-ce applicati-ons and 2D excitonic
superconductor.

2. Experimental Procedures

The Nb films were prepared in an

eleetron beam (nn1 deposi-tion system. A

residual gas pressure duri_ng the deposi-tion
was kept to be lower than 3.Ox1O-7

d.eposition rate ranged from 0.3 to
Torr. The

1.0 i/sec.
At this growth step, the interrupted EB depo-

si-tion method. was introduced where

proceeds by the deposition of Nb

and close of the shutter for 30-50

the growth

for 30 sec

sec, and



this cycle repeated as many times as

required. This nethod was really effeetive to
avoid. the radi-ation heating of the substrate
surface and to give the suffici-ent migretion
tine to Nb atoms arrived at the substrate.
Mirror polished (ttt) oriented InSb ,(tOO)
ori-ented GaAs; and InP wafers, and (100)

oriented. AlO.zGaO.gAs substrate prepared. by

MOCVD technique were used. All of them were

etched in }O1IHF soluti-on for 2 minutes,

rinsed by waterl and dried by N2. The

substrate wafers were set on the sample

holder j-n the vacuum system. Prj-or to the

deposition, H, plasma cl-eaning was d.one with
the pressure of 0.06 Torr and the power of
80W at room temperature. The characterization
of the prepared. filns was done by reflection
high energy electron diffraction (nHnnD) and

X-ray d.iffraction measurenents.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Nb heteroepitaxy
Nb heteroepitaxial growth was achieved

on all of the substrates used. in this study.

Figure 1 (a) and (b) shows the RHEED patterns
oof the 404 thick Nb film prepared. on (ttt)

oriented InSb. The filn was deposited at the

substrate temperature T, of 200oC after the 30

ninutes HZ plasma treatment. The pattern
revealed that the epitaxial Nb film had (100)

orientation: patterns (a) and (b), respec-

tively, correspond to the ones from [1ZO] and

[1tO] incident directions of the (tOO)

oriented Nb. The orientation was confirmed by

x-ray diffraction measurement. Figure 2 shows

the x-ray diffracti-on pattern of the about

60nm thiek epitaxial Nb film. The peak

observed at about 29=5f corresponds to the
(ZOO) texture of the (too) oriented Nb.

In ord.er to determi-ne the orientation
relationship, thinner Nb film (-1.5nn) was

deposited on the InSb substrate. Fi-gure 3

gives the RHEED pattern from (tOO) Nb along

[0i0] ezinuth. The streaks correspond to the

Fig.1 RHEED

along (a)
patterns from (too) oriented
Ltzol and (b) [110].
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Fig.2 X-ray diffraction pattern of Nb
films prepared. on (111 ) InSb.

pattern from (ttt) InSb along lllZl azimuth.
Furthernore, Nb[110]/ /tnsbl4T3l relation was

observed. As a result, the epitaxial relation
was found. to be Nb(t00)//InSb(111) and

Nb[100]//rnsbtlT0l as drawn in Fig.4(a). This
is an anazing resultrbecause the epitaxial
relation of Nu(t 11)/ /TnSb(111 ) had been
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* Nb t0101Fig.3 RHEED pattern fron (tOO) NU

and (ttt) rnSb along [oto] and
t112J, respectively.

expeeted to obtain in vi.ew of lattice
nismatching and no misfit as given in
Fig./-(b). fn other word, the orientation
relation of the metal- on semiconductor was

not simply d.eterrnined by the surface strai.n
8)energy"'. A core energy and/or pseudonorphic

growth are the eandidates for the explana-
tion. One thing we should note here is the
appearance of streak patterns of the
substrate. Though the cleaned surfaee has

stepped one, explained by the spot RHEED

patterns(cf.Fig.6), only 1.5nm thick Nb

growth brought about the InSb flat surface.
It suggests that the atoms of the substrate
at near the surfaee were rearranged.
Therefore, the pseud.omorphic growth at the
interface might happen, The minute
observation during the filur growth is now

under way.

The (tOO) oriented Nb heteroepitaxy was

achieved on (tOO) oriented GaAs, fnp, and

Al'.2G*O.rAs wafers. We have not observed the
epi-taxial relations. But the growth with the
relation of Nb(tOo) // GaAs(too) and Nb[tOO]

/ / GaAs[110], so-called. the Baker-Nutting
relation, have been r"po"t"d5). Therefore, we

coul-d infer that the epitaxy on InP and

Al-GaAs has the same orientation relati_ons.

3.2 H, plasma cleaning process/.-
Surface cleaning is one of the nost

important factors to achieve the epitaxy. In

O InSb
o Nb

Fig.{ Lattice overlays of
(ttt) and (u) Nb(111) on

(a) Nb(100) on rnSb
InSb(111).
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Fig.5 Epitaxial grad.e as a function of the
cleaning time. The plasua cleaning
proceeded for the substrates kept at the
room tenperatu.rg.

this work, the cleaning process was done by

HZ plasma treatment at room ternperature.
Figure 5 shows the epitaxial- fil-m grade as a

function of the cleaning tine. Nb fihn were

prepared on (tOO) oriented GaAs at T, of Z4O-

2608. The film grad.e was d.etermined by the
(eOO) j.ntensity fraction of both (aOO) and

(ttO) intensities obtained by x-ray diffrae-
tion ( non-epitaxial Nb has (ttO) natural
orientation )3), A glanee at this figure
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Fig.6 RHEED patterns fron (tOO) Gals surface
surface, (b) 20 min cleaned surfacerand. (c)

revealed that the optimized process brought
about the near perfect epitaxy. The epitaxial
film grade is thought to serve the diagnosis
of the surface eleanlin€ss. Therefore, the 60

nlnutes plasma process would offer the quite
cl-ean surface of the GaAs wafer, The process

for less and more than 60 mlnutes may lead to
the surface cleaned insufficiently and

danaged. by the excess process, respecti-vely.
The direct evidenees were obtained by

RHEED pattern. Figure 6 (a)- (c) shows the
RHEED pattern dependeney of the (tOO)

oriented GaAs surface on the HZ plasma

cleaning time. The pattern indicated that the
as-polished wafer had the step and oxidized.
surface, which can be explained by the net
and hal-o patterns, respectively. The ZO

minutes cleaning brought about the disappear-
anee of the halo pattern and the elearer spot
pattern. That ls to s&yr the surface was

cleaned by the room-tenperature hydrogen
plasma treatment. The 40 mi_nutes cleaning,
however, gave only a few spots and some ring
patterns, whieh suggested that the unfavor-
able degradation began to develop. The tend-
ency of the surface eleaning coincides wlth
the results of the Nb epitaxi-al grade. Si.nce

this RHEED measurements were done in another
chanber, the cleani-ng eonditions were

d.ifferent fron ones in Fig.J

/0. Conclusion

Nb heteroepitaxial growth has been suc-
cessfully achieved on (ttf) oriented. InSb,
(tOO) oriented GaAs, Af^ 2GaO.gA", and fnp

along the IttO] azimuth. (a) as-polished
/r,0 min cleaned surface.

substrates. RHEED and x-ray diffracti-on mea-

surements revealed that Nb epi-taxial films
have (tOO) orientati-on regardless of the

substrate choi-ee. Hydrogen plasna treatment

of the substrates at roon temperature brought

about the clean surfaces of the substrates.
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